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INSERTA TEE® HOLE SAWS

INSERTA TEE Hole Saws are good for almost any application. These hole saws are 
custom made to our specifi cations and sizing and are color coded for easy identifi cation. 
Each saw is meant for a specifi c pipe or structure material as listed below. 

The use of installation methods or hole saws not purchased from Inserta Fittings will 
void the performance warranty of the product.

YELLOW ECONOMY HOLE SAWS
4 ½”, 6 ½” and 8 ¾” for 4”, 6” and 8” INSERTA TEEs

The yellow saws are made for cutting thin wall pipe such as solid wall PVC, pipe 
liners and plastic end plates. These are the most economical saws and they include 
the ¼” pilot bit and arbor. Barrel depth—2 ½"

RED HOLE SAWS
4 ½”, 6 ½” and 8 ¾” for 4”, 6” and 8” INSERTA TEEs

The red saws are made for cutting through thicker wall pipe such as corrugated HDPE, 
ribbed PVC and deeper plastic structures. These are very economical saws and they 
include the pilot bit and arbor. (4 ½”–8 ¾” uses 3/8” pilot bit) Barrel depth—4 ½"

BLUE HOLE SAWS
2 5⁄8”–32 17⁄32” for 2”–30” INSERTA TEEs
The blue hole saws are extra deep. These saws are very durable and they include the 
pilot bit and arbor. (2 ⅝”–8 ¾” uses ⅜” pilot bit; 10 ⅞”–32 17⁄32” uses ¾” pilot bit). Barrel 
depth—6"
(10" and larger sizes can be used with coring machine; all sizes are available for rent)

BLACK HEAVY DUTY HOLE SAWS
4 ½”, 6 ½” and 8 ¾” for 4”, 6” and 8” INSERTA TEEs

The black saw has a double cutting edge that will core through any type of plastic pipe 
and is our most versatile saw. The black hole saw is also 6” deep, to ensure that it can 
cut through the thicker walled plastic pipe and can also core the deep 45 degree cut 
required for a wye installation. This saw also will work for either a handheld drill or a 
coring machine and comes with a heavy duty ¾” pilot bit and arbor.



GRAY HOLE SAWS
4 ½”, 6 ½” and 8¾” for 4”, 6” and 8” INSERTA TEEs (Larger sizes available on request)

The gray hole saws are made for cutting a high volume of holes in solid wall HDPE; it 
comes with carbide tips that work very well for cutting through the dense polyethylene. 
They also include the pilot bit and arbor (4 ½”–6 ½” ½” pilot bit).

SILVER DIAMOND HOLE SAWS
4 ½”, 6 ½”, 8 ¾” and for 4”, 6” and 8” INSERTA TEEs

These silver diamond saws are made for cutting concrete, clay, fi berglass, CMP and 
ductile pipe. These work with a handheld drill and they are the most economical 
saws for coring through these materials. They also include the pilot bit and arbor (10 
mm pilot bit). Always use water or cutting oil to cool diamond bit during use.

GOLD DIAMOND HOLE SAWS FOR HANDHELD DRILLS
2 ⅝”, 4 ½”, 6 ½”, 8 ¾” and 10 ⅞” for 2”, 4”, 6”, 8” and 10” INSERTA TEEs

These gold diamond saws are made for cutting concrete, clay, fi berglass, CMP and 
ductile pipe. These work with a handheld drill and they are the most durable saws 
for coring through these materials. They also include the pilot bit and arbor (¾” pilot 
bit). Always use water or cutting oil to cool diamond bit during use.
(These saws are available for rent)

GOLD DIAMOND HOLE SAWS FOR CORING MACHINES
2 ⅝”–32 17⁄32” for 2”–30” INSERTA TEEs

These gold diamond saws are made for cutting concrete, clay, fi berglass, CMP and 
ductile pipe. These work with a pipe or surface mounted coring machine (These 
come with 1 ¼” x 7 threads per inch female thread).
(These saws are available for rent)

INSERTA TEE Size Hole Saw Size
2” (51 mm) 2 5⁄8” (67 mm)
3" (75 mm) 3 ¾” (95 mm)
4" (100 mm) 4 ½” (114 mm)
6" (150 mm) 6 ½” (165 mm)
8" (200 mm) 8 ¾” (222 mm)
10" (250 mm) 10 7⁄8” (276 mm)
12” (300 mm) 12 7⁄8” (327 mm)
15” (375 mm) 15 13⁄16” (402 mm)
18” (450 mm) 19 3⁄16” (503 mm)
21” (525 mm) 22 9⁄16” (573 mm)
24” (600 mm) 25 5⁄16” (643 mm)
27” (675 mm) 28 ½” (724 mm)
30” (750 mm) 32 17⁄32” (826 mm)

HOLE SAW SIZING CHART
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For Perfect Tee Holes For Perfect Wye Holes

#IDT38 (³⁄8”)
#IDT75 (¾”)

Wye Guide

INSERTA DRILLS
Available for all handheld saws.

INSERTA DRILL GUIDE
The Inserta Drill Guide is the way to always ensure you drill the perfect hole.

Whether you are cutting a hole for tees or wyes, these guides will keep the pilot bits 
from “walking”, so that you don’t ruin the mainline pipe. If you use an Inserta Wye, it 
is imperative that you cut a teardrop shaped hole.


